Design your future!
10 reasons to study at LISAA/CREO Valley

1. LISAA is the largest design school in France. LISAA colleges are located in Paris, Nantes, Rennes, Strasbourg, Bordeaux and Toulouse. In India it is located in Bangalore. Another location is Suzhou in China.

2. LISAA Bangalore has a multi-cultural environment which is apt for the students from different parts of the country, and worldwide. The creativity of each student is harnessed, polished and showcased.

3. LISAA is one of the few schools to be recognised by the French Ministry of Culture & Communication.

4. LISAA is located in a high-tech corporate industry area within the heart of the city of Bangalore. Equipped with a State-of-the-Art Infrastructure and cutting edge set up which includes a high-tech Fashion Design Lab, MAC Lab, Product Design Lab and Film Making Studio, LISAA provides a setting conducive to creativity.

5. Students collaborate with several Design Brands. LISAA is also a partner with universities across the globe during their time they spend here.

6. Industry crafted curriculum and in-depth project work with the industry along with an excellent placement record makes LISAA one of the most valued design schools in the country.

7. Courses cover the entire creative process, from inspiration to communication, including the creation of collections & portfolio. An interdisciplinary learning is offered to the students pursuing any of the following courses in the industry: Fashion Design, Interior & Product Design, Graphic Design & Film Making.

8. Bangalore is an International hub for education and Silicon Valley of India which is an advantage for incubation programmes. Internships and live projects with Design Industries are a forte of the teaching methodology used at LISAA.

9. Excellent Industry Connect, Internationally Immersed programme and Project based learning helps the students have their skills to their best potential.

10. Participation in International Events in Design & Film Making helps the students to explore & compete at a global Level.

Ranked among the professionals’ favourite schools! Source: L’Etudiant
**Foundation Year**

**One Year Programme**

**Summary**
The Foundation Year allows each student to evaluate their aptitudes and choose an orientation for advanced training. At the end of this foundation year, each student will have acquired the necessary skills for pursuing advanced studies in their choice of discipline in Design.

**Classes**

**Story of Art**
Studies on the connection between fine arts and applied arts, from prehistory to 21st Century conceptual art gives students a complete and essential knowledge of general culture of western art.

**Fundamentals of Design 2D/3D**

**Computer Graphics**
All applied art programs must dedicate time to imparting the skills needed to use software programs for creation. Computer classrooms are furnished with Apple iMac computers equipped with the latest software.

**Fundamentals of Drawings**

**Drawing Studies**
To draw well, one must first develop observation skills (perspective, scale, geometric forms...). An initiation to different techniques (pencil, charcoal, ink...) and effects (shadows, reflections, opacity...) follows.

**Life Drawing**
Rigorous observation is necessary to learn the body’s anatomy, proportions, and volumes. Drawing from a live model for long and short periods offers an analysis of the body’s movement.

**Outdoor Sketching**
The student uses drawing guidelines for architectural space studies, and also interprets each particular mood. As a group, the sketches evolve in the form of a “Travel notebook.”

**Visual Thinking**

**Creativity**
This hybrid workshop uses a maximum number of fine art techniques to encourage the exploration of expression, curiosity and reflection. It is a melting pot mixing cultural, intellectual and aesthetic references.

**Colour**
Working from basic theoretical studies (the chromatic circle, contrasts...) integrated at the beginning of the year, the student then undertakes different techniques using Colour. His research includes various supports and materials (photo, painting, collage...), and cultivates his personal vision.

**Inter Design Studies**

**Fashion / Textile / Decoration / Accessories Workshop**
Design is not only a creative talent; it is also a link in an enormous industrial production chain employing tens of thousands of people in India. The time spent here provides research opportunity to understand cultural & traditional craftsmanship to develop design solutions.

**Graphic Design / Illustration Workshop**
We live in a universe of images and the graphic designer’s work is everywhere (posters, logos, websites, CD covers...). Work, a “visual bridge,” is often integrated into a global communication approach.

**Design / Architecture / Interior Design Workshop**
Product & Interior Designers are influenced immensely by everyday living, beyond just objects or space. Their work integrates the complex process of transversality more than in any other discipline.

**Language**
Language subject applicable as per course requirements.
Summary
This program provides students with an in-depth understanding of the creation & functional utilization of fashion & textile products based on trend specifications provided by industry. The course emphasizes individual vision & collective technical skills. They will experiment with a whole range of techniques including dyeing, knitwear, screen printing, digital printing, embroidery and laser engraving. Several study trips during the course enhances learning.

First Year

Artistic Teaching
Drawing / Drawing Studies, Life Drawing, Outdoor Sketching, Color, Creativity.

Orientation Workshops

General instruction
Field Trips to Exhibitions, Computer Graphics, Art History.

Advanced / Following Years

Language:
Language subjects as per course requirements.

Workshops and projects with partner companies
-> Student Exchange program Opportunity with LISAA France*
-> Speed recruiting days
-> Assessment & viva exams
  - Continuous assessment
  - Judging panel made up of professionals
  - Occupational integration programs
  - Industrial Incubation

Work Placements
Work placements are obligatory from the first year onwards (2 weeks/1-2 months/3-6 months).

Careers
Clothing and Accessories Designer, Fashion Designer, Fashion Stylist, Textile Designer, Fashion PR, Ready-to-Wear Designer, Collection Manager, Product Manager, Production Manager, Pattern Maker, Couture Atelier Manager, Collection Coordinator, Artistic Director, Visual Merchandiser.

*Subject to terms & conditions
Summary
LISAA provides enhanced curriculum for dual skill development in Interior Design & Product Design including training on space utilization, commercial scenography design of everyday objects. Example: Furniture, Lighting and Lifestyle Product Design.

First Year
Foundation Year

Advanced / Following Years

Workshops and projects with partner companies
➔ Student Exchange program Opportunity with LISAA France*
➔ Speed recruiting days
➔ Assessment & viva exams
  ▪ Continuous assessment
  ▪ Judging panel made up of professionals
  ▪ Occupational integration programs
  ▪ Industrial Incubation

Work placements
Work placements are obligatory from the first year (2 weeks/1-2 months/3-6 months).

Careers

*Subject to terms & conditions
Summary
Curriculum is designed to teach students how to define a visual communication strategy, to master different means of expression and to use them on several media including: print, packaging, digital and interactive media (UI/UX).

First Year
Foundation Year

Advanced / Following Years

Workshops and projects with partner companies
→ Student Exchange program Opportunity with LISAA France*
→ Speed recruiting days
→ Assessment & viva exams
  ▪ Continuous assessment
  ▪ Judging panel made up of professionals
  ▪ Occupational integration programs
  ▪ Industrial Incubation

Careers
Graphic Designer, UI/UX Designer, Brand Designer, Art Director, Creative Director, Web Designer, Packaging Designer, Graphic Illustrator, Advertising Designer, Typographer, Motion Designer, Model Designer, Story-Board Artist, Visualiser, Front End Developer.

*Subject to terms & conditions
Multimedia and Animation (Filmmaking)

Four Year Programme  Bachelor’s Degree (UGC)
International Diploma in Film making (QAI, UK)

Summary
Students in a collaborative environment learn to make films that require intensive special effects and animation, with a thorough understanding of both live action and computer graphic filmmaking techniques.

First Year
Foundation Year

Following years: Film History, Film Grammar, Screenwriting, Fundamentals of Film Technology, 2D Animation, 3D Animation, Digital Art, Matte Painting, 3D Modelling, Texturing, Lighting, Rendering, Compositing, Match moving.

Film Specialisation
Direction: Production Design and VFX for Directors, Working with Actors, Advanced Camera Blocking and Pre-visualisation, Screenwriting for Fantasy and Science Fiction.

Cinematography: Production Design and VFX for Cinematography, Advanced Lighting, Guerilla Filmmaking, Advanced Camera Dynamics.

Editing: Sound Design for Editors, Music Video Editing, First Cut to Final Cut, Genres and Film Editing.

CG Specialisation
Character Creation/ Compositing / Character Animation.

Internship, Major Project (CG + Live/ CG)

Workshops and projects with partner companies

→ Speed recruiting days
→ Assessment & viva exams
  ▪ Continuous assessment
  ▪ Judging panel made up of professionals
  ▪ Occupational integration programs
  ▪ Industrial Incubation

Careers
Film Industry
Assistant Directors, Assistant Editors, Assistant Cinematographers, Assistant Production Designers.

Visual Effects and Animation Industry
**Interior Design & Business Management**

**Two Year Programme**  Post-Graduate Course

**Summary**
The Masters/PG Diploma in Interior Design Management and construction organisation blends innovative practice and leading edge research using a case based approach to learning.

Interior design is a clearly expressed system created to respond to multiple demands for identity, performance, emotional and physical comfort of individuals and groups. Course contents deal with concept design, space planning, interior layout and display. The programme provides discerning insights into the language of materials, lighting, colour, furniture and the integration of technical components.

**First year**

**General Knowledge**

**Professional Design**
Design & Space Planning – 1, Environmental Science Material & Construction, CAD & Visualisation, Design & Space Planning – 2, Service Systems and Codes.

**Business Administration**
Operation Management, Computer for Business, Accounting for Business-1, Marketing Principles–1, Organization & HR, Accounting for Business– 2, Marketing Principles – 2, Statistics for Business.

**Internship**

**Second Year**

**Professional Design**

**Business Administration**
Accounting for Business - 3, Dynamic Marketing Strategy, Advertising & Promotion Management, Sales Management.

**Project / VIVA**

---

**Fashion, Retail & Business Management**

**Two Year Programme**  Post-Graduate Course

**Summary**
The Masters/PG Diploma in Fashion and Retail Management is a two years program designed for talented individuals who wish to specialize in Fashion Management and to achieve an International and successful career in the Fashion Industry.

The programme aims at preparing future fashion managers who will work confidently in the competitive global environment of the fashion sector. They will share their acquired knowledge and experiences while promoting best practices in the fashion arena.

**First year**

**General Knowledge**
History Fashion Design, Fashion Culture.

**Design Knowledge**
Textile & Garment Application, Garment Construction (Pattern Making), Fashion Business Management, Collection Development, CAD.

**Business Administration**

**Professional Management**
Logistics & Supply Chain Management.

**Internship**

**Second Year**

**Design Knowledge**

**Business Administration**

**Professional Management**
Entrepreneurial Development, Customer Relationship Management, Research Methodology, Business Structure & Professional Practice, Project VIVA.

**Project / VIVA**
Infrastructure & Facilities

A sprawling design and film making oriented campus with over 30,000 sqft. Including Studios, Workshops, Library, Audio-Visual Room, Cafeteria, Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center.
Corporate Partnerships & Placements

Several companies visit our campus at LISAA School Of Design / CREO Valley Bangalore on a regular basis to recruit students for full time and intern roles. A few names to mention include the likes of 3M, Tommy Hilfiger, Uber, Shoppers Stop, Sewkraft, Societe Generale, Red Baton, Stanley, Wooplr, Fly Nava Technologies and many more.
Beyond the classroom

LISAA / CREO Valley is strategically located in Koramangala, which is the most important commercial hub of Bangalore, with wide tree-lined boulevards. The location is the focal point of many busy main roads and is home to many educational Institutes of repute as well as some of the world’s best technology companies.

There is so much activity happening in the life of a student at LISAA / CREO Valley – visits to art galleries, exhibitions, workshops, tours/trips, creative groups and more – that you could be forgiven for thinking that’s all you’ll have time for. But the classroom experience is just the beginning; our courses involves so much more - engaging with the wider industry, stretching your innovative and creative boundaries, stepping up and being heard.
OPEN DAYS

Fashion Shows
Art & Design Exhibitions
Social Awareness CAMPAIGNS
Film Making Workshops
HighTea Tours & Trips